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MODELING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CATCH BIOMASS AND REVENUE IN A
REGIONAl SETTING WITH AN EXAMPLE OF THE NORTH CAROLINA

BROWN SHRIMP FISHERY

Mare-David Cohen and George S. Fishman

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since the passage of the Fisheries Conservati on and Management

Act  FCMA! in l976 there has been increasing attention to the

problems associated with managing marine resources. By establishing
a fishery conservation zone that extends 200 nautical miles from the
coastline into the sea, the FCMA not only increased the zone of juris-

diction but also increased the responsibilities for managing the

marine resources found in that zone. To facilitate management, the

act established eight Regional Fishery Councilp to "prepare, monitor

and revise" management plans to achieve the specific management goals

that are outlined in the act.

It is this mandate for managing our fishery resources that has

encouraged research in areas that would help to provide a scientific

basis for management. These efforts have taken several different

directions. The most general of these directions is in direct response

to the FCMA's call for a systematic approach to developing management

plans. Broad plans have been proposed by the regional councils for
developing comprehensive management systems  see Eldridge and Goldstein 1975!.
Based on an assessment of the issues, they have targeted specific areas for

research and called for a completely new orientation toward solving management

problems. As Eldridge states with regard to the management of the

southeast shrimp fishery,



The present management regime has evolved over
approximately 50 years and is based largely on
biological knowledge, experience, and intuition.
In fact, the major limitation of the present
regime is the lack of methodology to adequately
evaluate management decisions  Eldridge and
Cioldstein 1975, p. 10!.

In this document the South Atlantic Committee for Shrimp Management

calls for the development of a methodology based on biological models

that would enable managers to evaluate the impact of management decisions

on the fishing industries. The purpose of the present paper is to intro-

duce such a methodology and to demonstrate its value using data from

the North Carolina brown shrimp fishery.

This work principally is concerned with developing a methodology

for evaluating the impact of fishery management decisions on catch

biomass, catch revenue, and catch profit. In particular, it presents

models re]ating the character of the fish population to the distribution

of each measure of catch. It also shows with two examples how these can

be used with decision analysis techniques to determine optimal fishery

management policies. In both examples a manager must determine mesh

size and fishing season length for a shrimp population. In one case he

has perfect information about the cost of fishing; in the other case

he has incomplete information. The analysis shows how to determine the

optimal decision, based on maximizing profit, in both of these cases.

It also demonstrates how one determines the value of obtaining more

accurate fishing cost ~nformation when such information is incomplete.

The proposed models focus on the relationship between the size of an

arbitrary member of the fish population, the size of the fishing mesh in
the net, and the resulting catch revenue. These models form an integral

part of a comprehensive multiple age-class model for management. policy

analysis.



Since variation in revenue and profit is important to fishing

institutions and consequently is an important element in fishery

management decisions, the proposed models explicitly acknowledge the

structural and random variation in revenue and profit. Hoth components

of variation in profit and revenue can be identified with sources of

variation in the marketplace, in the abundance of catch, and in the

size of the members of catch. In turn, the variation in catch biomass

can be identified with sources of variation in the abundance of the fish

population, in the size of its members, and in a contribution resulting

from the mesh size of the fishing net. Since stochastic simulation

models are particularly amenable to comprehensive, detailed modeling,

we focus our attention on these types of models.

Two models emerge in the paper: one relates revenue to catch

biomass, and the other relates the weight of captured fish to fishing

net mesh size and the character of the fish population. Each incorporates

the influences of both structural and random variation. In turn these

are used to describe how a particular mesh size  as characterized by a

mesh selectivity curve! affects the catch biomass, catch revenue, and

catch profit.

The relationship between reven~e and catch biomass depends on the

characterization of price in terms of the mean and variance of the weight

of a captured fish. In the setting of the North Carolina brown shrimo

fishery we consider three sources of variation in this relationship.
The fi rst source reflects the dependence of' price on the size of
shrimp in the catch, directly proportional to shrimp size. The
second source represents a temporal component that reflects

-3-



changes with time in the relationship between price and size. The

third source accounts for the random variation that results from

factors exogenous to the regional fishery. Recause the fishery is

a regional fishery, ~hich accounts for a small portion of total catch,

price is independent of regional catch abundance. Consequently, the

relationship between orice and reqional catch abundance is not

examined,

The size of the fishing mesh affects catch in two ways. First,

the size distribution of captured fish depends both on the size distri-

bution of fish in the population and on the mesh size. Therefore, by

changing the mesh size one also changes the distribution of fish size

in the catch and consequently the orice. Second, by changing mesh size

one also changes the number of fish captured, which in turn affects

revenue, Me develop a model of net selectivity  based on a continuous

mesh selection curve! that accounts for each of these factors.

Although the models are presented within the framework of the

North Carolina brown shrimp fishery, they have greater generality.

In this setting, where data exist, techniques of parameter estimation

are given, along with parameter est~mates and residual analysis.

Algorithms for parameter estimation and for computer simulation sampling

of catch revenue are also exhibited.

The purpose of developing comprehensive models is to provide the

fishery manager with tools that aid in policy analysis. The models we

exhibit prov~de the basis of a methodology For accomplishing this goal

as is amply demonstrated in the examples.

Eldridge, P.J, and S.A. Goldstein, ed. �975!. The Shrimp Fishery of
the South Atlantic United States: A Regiona'I Management Plan.
South Carolina Marine Resources Center Technical Report No. 8.
Charleston, South Carolina.



Abstract

;he ability of marine fishery managers to evaluate policy plans
before implementation improves management by identifying new potentially
useful man:goment tochniaues. Typically, management policy is eva1uated
with a measure of harvest va':ue such as catch t evenue or catch profi t.
Thi' report addresses modeling the relationship between catch biomass
and revenue as a part of a larger stochastic fishery-simulation model
that i designed for policy analysis, The usefu1ness of this model in
addressing management po'Iicy issues is illustrated in QR example in Sec-
tion 4. Thi. is accomplished in the setting of the brown shrimp  Penaeus
azterus! fishery of Pamlico Sound, North E.arolina. The report also presents
a model of the relationship bet veen fishing net mesh size and the character
of i atch biomass that i" an extension of the Beverton and Holt  l957! model
of mesh selectivity.

Since these models are part of a larger stochastic simulation model,
probabi!istic structure is important. Consequently, the report character-
izes the distribution of catch revenue for a given catch biomass. How-
ever, because the character of the catch biomass is affected by both mesh
size and population age structure, these olay a role in the distribution
of revenue. In particular, we include an analysis of the affects of mesh
size on the distribution of catch revenue for a single age class popula-
tion. Furthermore, the report presents several algorithms for sampling

catch revenue.

An example demonstrates the use of these models in management
policy analys~s. It shows how alternative mesh sizes and fishery closing



dates affect profit in a hypothetical fishery. Furthermore, since

fishing cost is a factor in profit, the relationship between fishing

cost and the optimal mesh size and closing date is found. This enables

an analysis of' the value of fishing cost information.
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Managers of marine fisheries have a variety of techniques for

fishery regulation. Fishing season restrictions and net-mesh size limita-

tions are two examples. The purpose of this report is two-fold;

1! to model the relationship between catch biomass and revenue in a way

that is useful for studying the effects of management regulations, and 2! to

demonstrate the technique by examining the effects of season restrictions and

mesh size limitatior,s on catch revenue.

Traditional biomass-revenue studies focus on how price per unit

biomass relates to biomass supplied. Although this focus is useful

for determining a fishery supply curve, additional aspects of this
relat onship need attention, particularly when modeling a regiona 1
segment of a national fishery. This paper describes these additional
aspects, which concern the structural components of supply and demand
on the national and regional levels, and incorporates them into a re-

gional model for evaluating dockside revenue as a function of the
character of the biomass caught in a regional setting.

In many fisheries the quanti ty of biomass landed in particular

regions has little effect on the national price structure. The North
Carolina brown shrimp fishery exemp1ifies this phenomenon, This

fishery is a segment of a national shrimp fishery that includes the
southeast Atlantic states and the Gulf states. Although important to

North Carolina, the effect of North Carolina shrimp landings on price



is sufficiently small so as to regard price as a given quantity.

Therefore, an analysis of revenue can focus on the variation in the

weight characteristics of landings without the need to delve into

the interaction between local price and local catch.

Two factors principal]y influence the weight distribution of

captured fish: 1! the age structure of the fish population and

2! the mesh size of the fishing net. Hy selecting a large mesh

size, one skews the distribution of catch to a larger and older seg-

ment of the fish population. However, the age structure determines

the total quantity of fish caught for a specified mesh size. In

parti ular, note that an age structure skewed to younger fish limits

the magnitude of biomass caught when usina a large mesh size.

Although Beverton and Holt �957} address the mesh-weight rela-

tionship in their discussion of the experimental work of Davis �934!

and Jensen �949!, room remains to extend their analysts. Beverton and

Holt use data on controlled experiments to determine net selection curves.

For each length fish caught, a selection curve shows the ratio o catches

from two dif erent mesh sizes. They suggest that selection curves be

represented by the ratio of the integrals of two normal curves with

different means and common variances. I;Je extend this model in a way that

insures its compatibility with our biomass-revenue model.



This technical report extends the Heverton and Holt model and

incorporates it. and the biomass-revenue model into a stochastic char-

acterization of the dockside value of' catch. This is accomplished by

first characterizing dockside revenues based upon the distributional

parameters of captured individuals without explicitly acknowledging

the mesh size effects. Then a characterization of dockside revenue is

exhibited which explicitly accounts for mesh effects. In particular,

the report:

 l! Presents a stochastic model of the biomass-revenue relationship.

�! Presents a stochastic model of the mesh-weight relationship,

�! Describe how the two models characterize the dockside revenue

of catch.

�! Illustrates the estimation techniques using data on 1978 brown

shrimp landings in Pamlico Sound collected by the National

Marine Fisheries Service and the North Carolina Division of

Marine Fisheries.

�! Presents an example of how the dockside revenue model can be

used as a management tool to compare revenue obtained fram

fishing with two nets having differing mesh size.

These models are components of a larger study of the Pamlico

Sound brown shrimp fishery. The goal of the larger study is to

develop comprehensive methods for evaluating fishery management poli-

cies in a single year class fishery. Accordingly, the models presented

here reflect the concerns of the larger problem as is illustrated in

the example.

-3-



1. ~The i<ei bt-Roice Relatioo~sbi

The characterization of revenue is based on a model that relates

the weight of a captured individual fish to price in a regional setting.
,'Io widely accepted models of' this relationship exist in the fisheries
literature. Since one of our goals is to characterize revenue in the

thor th Carolina brown shrimp fishery, we use data on that fishery to

illustrate the concepts that we have in mind.

Dmcru'.p4~on o  lndm&y Pwa&~cn ancf 0~

before a catch is priced, the shrimp are sorted according to

size, either by machine or by hand. This grading process is done

either on the vessel or at dockside and e~ther on a heads-on or heads-

off basis. Regardless of the procedure each shrimp falls into one of

12 possible categories or grades. Assignment is based on count per

unit weigh:, u:ually count per pound. A tvpical scenario includes

unloading the catch from the vessel and removing the head of each shrimp

as it is placed in a box according to grade. As a result each box

 category! includes shrimp in a range of weights, Regardless, the price

per unit biomass is fixed for each box and is a function of its grade.



To represent this structure we partition weight by the points

,>.,- i=0,1,...,12!, where <,.O > vl > ... F12 > 0, and define the
i

kth category to include all shrimp whose count per unit biomass is

within the interval' I 1/�,k ,1/zk} . For the purpose of modeling we
choose a representative weight factor w for each class k=1,...,12

such that' 1/wk C I-1/"k 1 ~ /'"k~ . For example, if 1/wk is the mid-
point of the kth interval then "k = 2< 1~ / ~ + ~ ! Table 1k-1 k

lists the range of count per pound that defines each of the 12 cate-

gories used for describing shrimp landings in North Carolina waters.

These are taken from trip interview forms established jointly by the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the North Carolina

Division of Marine Fisheries in 1978, these forms also include heads-

off price per pound by grade category, biomass landed by grade category,

landing date, shrimp species, gear used, location of the catch, time

spent fishing and dea1er identificat~on. Except for dealer identifi-

cation a11 these data were made available to us for the 1978 season.

Table 2 lists the geogra~>!iical ubdivisions of Pamlico Sound and adja-

cent waters for which data have been included in the analysis.

'The half' open interval Ia,bj includes a11 points x such that a s x < b .
'The expression x~Ia,b! means that the point x is such that a < x < b ~
'See the "South Atlantic Regional Shrimp Trip Interview Form Instructions,"
published by the State/Federal Shrimp Management Cormittee, May 1, 1979.



Table 1

Shrimp Grading parameters

Grade Category Range
Count Ver Pound -; grams pounds

W
g rams p ounds

1 to 15

~5 to 2C'

20 to 25

25 to 30

30 to 35

35 to 40

40 to 45

45 to 50

5'1 to 55

55 to 60

50 to 70

8

9

10

11

12 70 and up

'The"e are taken from the "South Atlantic Regional 5h'rimp Trip Form
Instructions," published by the State/Federal Shrimp Management
Committee, E4ay 1, 1979.
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453. 6

30.4

22.7

E8.1

15.1

12.9

11.3

10.1

8.2

7.5

6.5

5.3

. 06?

.050

.040

.034

.028

.025

.022

.020

..018

.017

. 014

.012

64.80

25.92

20.16

16.49

13.96

12.09

10.67

9.55

8.64

7,89

6.98

6.05

.143

.057

.044

.036

.031

.027

.024

.021

.019

.017

.015

,013



Table 2

Subdivisions of Pamlico Sound

and,"adjacent Waters

Al'Iigator River
Roanoke Sound
Croatan Sound
Pamlico Sound

Pamlico Sound � East of Bluff Shoal
Stumpy Poin' Bay
Long Shoal River
Pamlico Sound - !Jest of Bluff Shoal
Juniper Bay
Swanquarter Bay
Rose Bay
Jones Bay
Bay River
West Bay

Pamlico River

Pungo River
South Creek
Goose Creek
Oyster Creek

Mattamuskeet Lake
Inland Waterway

Alligator River to Pungo River
Goose Creek to Bay River

To reprove the day-of-week effect, daily data were aggregated on a

weekly basis. Since the fishery is seasonal, typically opening in early
summer and closing in early winter, this aggregation allows one to pre-

serve the seasonal pattern. Although we recognize the need to account



for between-year variatione on1y one year of data was availab1e, which is

insufficient to accompfish this.

0&a An&yam

The data ana1ysis focuses on the relationship between price per

pound and grade. A data point consists of an observation of the brown

shri"p price per pound for a given grade recorded from a dockside

transaction. Let the subscripts j and k denote week and grade,

respectively, 3 the set of week1y indices with more than one observa-

tion and I'. the set of grade indices with at least one observation."

Then for week j and grade k 1et N be the number of observations

and p.k> the 2th observation of price per pound. For each weekjk7. r

<be max[mum observed price is Ed m« p!!! ' a=i....,N!!l k x K!!
h

so that ~P>k|, = Yj - pjk~ denotes the deviation f'rom the max'imum ob-
served price for grade k on transaction R . Then

jk

jk - 3 ~pjkg keKj j <J

"This restriction is required because of the estimation procedures used.

-8-

where N.~ is the number of points for which p .k $ y . , is the averagegk gkk
deviation from the maximum price per pound for week j and qrade k.

The restriction that p, ~ y. is inc1uded because of the estimation
jkK j

procedures used as is discussed in section 1. l.
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Figure 1

Plot of the 1979 North Caro1ina Brown Shrimp

Average Oeviation from NaximLIm Price Versus Neight,
and the Estimated Regression Line  weeks 29 through 34!

Figure l shows plots of the points I,' S .>, wk!; kcK.! on agk' k

semilogarithmic scale for selected values of j Iweeks!. The plots reveal

a linear assocation implying an exponentia] re]ationship between

S k and wk for kcK, . Furthermore, for each j , visual
jk k j

exam' ation of the set o, de -lations �n  ~P k - S k!:
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suggests that it is a set of independent observations of' a normal]y dis-

tributed random variable. These observations and the fact that 7, isjk

the average deviation from the maximum observed price per pound suggest

tnat we explore the formulation

-A.w
p, y. - B,e j kz.k<

It,=l ...,,Nj, k<Kj, j~J. { l . l !

Here g. > 0 and 6j - 0 are scale parameters, and Y > 0 is a
location parameter which represents the maximum possible price per
pound. moreover, if the deviations  ln hp,k< - S,k!: k~K.; k=l,...,N.kijkk jk ' j' ''''' jk'

are normally distributed, then in the exponential model  E.l!,
k=1,...,H. ' k~K.! is a sequence of independent and identically

jkp.' ''''' jk' j
distributed  i.i.d.! 1ognorma1 random variables. Furthermore, since
the elements of thi s sequence are identically distributed, we write the

of parameter estimation.

This characterization of ti.k implies that for each a'=1,..., 4 k, k~Kj
jkK

and jcJ, rd, > 0 with probability one and thus p .k< < z . withjkR jk j
probability one, Although p k< car be negative, in this sett',ng i+ occurs
w',th small probability. It also implies that the price per pound'jkf '

has mean

-5.w
g.e j k

P k
�.2a!

mean and var',ance of' n.. as» and a' respectively. Moreover, we assume
jxk

has zero mean. This assumption ensures that
j gidentifiable. The validity of these assumptions is examined after a discussion



and variance

2' wk 2
Pgk ~ 3

Tn
1

jk 2 �. 3a!

and

ln
jk

respect i vely. I'low, s i nce

is a standa, hired normal random var iable, we know that

probabi1ity  pr ice per pound in week j for grade k s y! =

11

,'tote that �.2a! and �.2b! hold for all observations Ip,=l,...,N.k
J

Moreover, ln  <I pjkg! has a normal distribution with mean and
variance



where

4 x! = J "y s!

ce < 5 < op

1.1 Estimatin .he Parameters of the Hei ht-Price Relationshi

To examine the assumptions of model �.1! and to profit from the

characterization it provides we require estimates of y.J J

and a' -for each j< 3 . The problem of estimating these para-

meter; is rela ed to the problem of estimating the parameters of a

three-parameter lognormal random variablo.. A random variable
has this distribution if there exists a number 0, called the loca-
tion par ameter, such that the random variable ln 9-Ã! has a normal
distribution. Examination of �,4! shows that p.k has a three-jkk

parameter lognormal distribution with location parameter y. andJ

parameters ~. k 'nd'jk jk

"s 4ma. Par.g
J

Consider the prob1em oF estimating the 1ocation parameter y.J
for fixed k'K. and j~ J in the setting presented by �.4!

j

Johnson and Kotz �970! provide a co~prehensive discussion of several
approaches to this problem. They note that although there is no well

-1 2-



accepted solution, any estimate of y must be bounded belo~ by
max p.> . R=l,...,H k, kcK.! for j< J . This results from thejka-' '''" jk' j
fact that pr p. > y ! = 0, as can be seen fn �.4! . Otic

jkk

approach is to estimate y . by y . , the maximum observed price per pound.
j j

We use this estimator even though it is a biased estimator of y. becausej

it is easily calculated.

Ee 0~a4ing g,, ~. mid o' Lh,c~g .the W~<em L.cad< Squcvcu hi&had

Difficulties associated with estimating the parameters of  l.l!

«i th limited data can be minimized by conditioning on a priori know-

ledge of y.. This enables one to linearize  l.l! so that conven-
j

tional estimation techniques can be used. First, without loss of

generality, one orders and then renames the elements of the sequence

kR ' ~ 1''' 'N'k s that for k Kj and ' ' ~l ~2 impliesgkg ' ''' ' gk

that p.k - .p.k . Then one transforms Cl.l! tojkal jky.> '

t.= l,...,g,'' jk
k<K,

j
jrJ

ln hpjk2 ln 8j - 6jwk + cjk~

A
! from y. and taking logarithms.

th <.k = ln n.k . Since forjkg, jkg, '

is a sequence of i.i.d. lognormal

by subtracting botIi sides of  l. l

This results in a linear model wi

-13-

 n.«. <=1,..., P.�; k, K !jkg I

random variables,  c.: 2 l,...,jkR'

random variables. As for n.jkk'

P. kc K ! i s a sequence of i .i.d. norma 1Jk'

the variance of c . k i s s true tur a 1 1 y
jkK



dependent on week  j! , but independent of grade  k! . Furthermore,

parameters of the distribution of r,.k in'J k7.

a o~ c,>< as
J

terms of the variance

o" /2
e J

�.6a!

and

0 o'

a = e j e J-1! �.6b!

The linear regression model   1.5! enables one to estimate the parameters

, ln 8. and o' using the linear least squares method. Let
J E.

y = ln r'~p, for K=1,..., N., k<K., and j~J . Then definejkR jkl.' ''''' jk' j'

1

k=K. '
J

N.
1 Jk

Njk a-1
k~K. and jcJ

and

y, 1 H.k
3 Nj. k~ k. l 1 j ke

since ~.k~ = ln n.k< and we assumed that ln n.k< has zero mean,  l,5!j kL jkl ,i kl
can be regarded as a linear regression model. kn this case we write the



The least squares estimates are

N.k
N.  w -w.! !  y - y.

k<K. ~ ~ k=1
d.

� . 7a!

N,kwk -w. N.

N.k
3 A

ln +.
J

3

 ].7b!

~z 1

j N,-2
j'

�.7c!

, l~. k~K.! is norma], these
jk j

cal to the maximum likelihood estimates with the

exception of
J

multiplied by N.
.E

Hecause  z.k�.' a=1,.
jkl.

estimates are identi

To be a maximum likelihood estimate '- must be
J

=  N. -2!/N., which for large H. is a small
.'I ' J ~



be asymptotically minimum variance unbiased estimates. In this application

we assume that y. = y. and accept these est~mates for the parameters of
3 3

the model described by �. 5! .

Evaluating expressions �.6! using the estimates �.7! yields
maximum 1',kelihood estimates for u>. ~ o> and 8j . They are

3 J

= exp I . ~> fp!
J

= exp H. o' ![exp g, o' ! � lj
3 ej 3 �. 8b!

and

A
B. = exp ln

3 3

-16-

adjustment. If' y. were known Chen these estimates would be unbiased
J

and because of their relationship to maximum likelihood estimates they would



Table 3

.'SLIraa L~S fOr the Parame'tert Of the
HeI9ht-Price Rel&tiOA5hIp

12

!I.

1. 56

2.80

2.57

2.26
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. 0015

,0026

,0015
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3/7438
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' C/fI 5,75

Ia  J 0/15 '1.93
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j J j j

tI1e I'af 'ii o '-round brown sjtriiIIp data. fn thi: case j = 2R, ~ . ~,42
4 igI're i shows the relationshitl between tIIe estimated regression
1 in and the paints  �, wk!; ke<,! for j = 29,...,34, Thejk'. k ' j

11nfas

for j = 29,...,34,

62.50

'IN. 69

65.49

34, 42
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77. ZI0
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.0043

.1713
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.0258
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3.00
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where for k«, and j~J
3

h

Tjk = ln Rj- 5jwk

is a predicted value of l«P-k< determined from the regression line.

I:onsequently, if the model is appropriate one expects the sequence of

normalized residuals

to approximate a sample of "I -. = | N.k independent observations

f;c;i a standardized normal distribution.

TI;c Rwiduc-'.R Plkj-~

A

For each jcJ a plot of tiie points 1 R.k~, T.k!: 2=1, ~ ~,II k,' k«!jkE' jk ''''' gk' j

is called a residual plot. It can be used to check for two types of de-

partures from model t,'1.5!:

R=l,..., N.k,. k<K,j are not independent.Jk' j

Jkk
>.=1,..., H.k., k<K,! do not have constant variance.

jk'

If a visual inspection of a residual plot reveals dependence between
A and T.k one suspects that a departure of one or both of these
j R., p, jk

types is present. Failure to observe dependence provides credibil~ty for
the madel as an appropriate represention of the data, Figure 2 shows residual



Figure 2

Pcsidual P]ot for 3978 North Carolina Hrvwn Shrimp

Price-Weight Relationshi p



R.� and T. there is no evidence to suspect departures of either type
jk gk

from the assumptions of model �.5!.

Fu,&Jte~t AnaLga~

To check the residuals for departures from normality we define

 z. !Jn. k K. K=1 ~n-l,n! jkR �.9a!

to be the number of normal ized residuals in the interval I n-l,n! and

N.
jk

 R. !jn k < > 1 L-n,l-n! jka
J

�,9b!

to be the number o; normalized residuals in the interval I-n,l-n! for

each n = 1,...,5 and each j~J Here,

if x eIa,b!
Ia,b!

0 otherwise

is the indicator function. Under the assumptions of model �.5!, the

normalized residuals approximate a sample from a standard normal distribu-

tion. Hence one expects N. and N. not to differ signif'icantly.
jn jn

+
In fact, in this case E M., the expected value of N., equals E M.Jn jn' jfl

the expected value of fl, . Thus if «1. and M. differ by a significantjn' 'jn gn

amount one suspects a departure from the model's normality assumption.

-21-

plots for j = 29,...,34. The numbers in the graphs denote the frequency

of observations at each point. All two diqit numbers are underlined.

Althouqh the residuals in weeks 29 through 31 appear to be somewhat skewed

below the axis, we feel this does not represent a serious departure from

the model. Furthermore, since the plots reveal no visual dependence between



Tab'le 4

Stattsttcs fOr Exaefntng Restduals

[nterva't
Week Stat<sties for Week j

and Associated Expect-
ed Value, 1

k,
jn

16 1 0

18 2- 2 0 0

17

22
23

jn
E M.

jn

19.50.0 0.02.8 0,417,2

72 3 0 0 0

9 3 173 630
83.569.8 11.3 1.7 0.1 0.0

M
Jn

3737 0 0 0 n

32 1 1 4

08 O0 00

38

' jn
E M.

jn
37.5

Mj
480 0 041 7

39 2 0 0 2

38.2 6.2 0.9 0.0 0.0

43
3 2

45.5

0 3 0 0 26

23 0 0 0 0 23

20,6 3.3 0,5 0,0 0.0 24.5

M,
jn 16 0 0 0 0 16

M.

EM�

4 434 0 0

10.5 1.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 12. 5

h
H
fk h

I.n-1 nj Rjk<! and jn ~ j n,l-nj jkt
are calculated under the assumption that the normalized

'k k I ~ 1

standard norma92 distribution.
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+
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earth captured shrimp and use �.1! to determine an associated price per

One represents the grading process by a function that relates
weight M, to the set of grade categories  wk. k=1,...,12! using the
partition < !k ~ k=0,..., 12 > described in Section 1. Let

otherwise .

I'.ere K Il.�! can assume grade values 1 through 12 , inclusive,

determined entirely by the weight J?.

2.1 The Distribution of Revenue Given Num

t'sinn  ,".1! !<e modi fy �.1! to represent p. byJk

p. = y. - 7.exp -h.w  ~ !! ' n R=l,...,M. . �.2!
J

w Iier e I,,: ?, =1,..., fl . i
J

variables with mean
nj

is a sequence of i.i.d. lognormal random

and var~ance o
n;

liul ti plying p . byJ II.

-Z4-

pound. In week j let I1. denote the number of shrimp captured and
J

let ',f. denote the weight of captured shrimp ? . Let  ht. : 9=1,...,H.!J?, JK' ' j
be a set of i.i.d. random variables with mean u, variance o�and2

J

unknown distribution function F   ! . This formulation follows the-
Jgrowth model described in Cohen and Fishman �980!.



',l, yields the revenue due ta shrimp ~..

j v. = W. [y. � R.e J I' W. !. q.
jk Jg,

so that revenue of a catch with biomass

NJ
v.~3 1 JR

The convenience of representation �.4! becomes apparent when we

con. Icl~+ ~ h+ ma<3ni tu;Ie of iI .. Since  v: II=1,...,H ! is a
J

sequence of ',.i.d. random variab1es with finite variance, J

conv rg'.s   s Il.-+ ! in probability to a normally distr ibuted random
3

variable wi th;~onn u . ~, <hand variance .~", as a result of the
v ~ V ~
J 3

central 1 imi t thoor<'.~n {I=el ler 1968, p. 244!. Formal ly,

a-[lv ~

1 un pr'{V /i' I1. ~ 6! ~'< v
J

t  rj
3

so that for large M., V. is approximately normally distributed with
J 3

mean li,;rv hand variance f<.u' . Similarly, the biomass 8. is
I ' vj J V ~

2

approximately normally distributed with mean N.u and varianceJ w ~
J

0n,. can "xpress p and u in terms of g and a' . [nV. v, W,
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patterns, growth, mortality rates and fishing efficiencies, as well
as the uncertainties associated with fish escapement through the fishing

net,

2.2 The Distribution of Revenue Given Catch Biomass

In addi tion to their dependence on p and O', V.  revenue! and
W ~

J
w. J

8.  biomass! also depend on M. , the number of captured shrimp. Since
J

one is more likely to have information about B. then about fi., weJ J

describe N. in terms of B., p and a', and then we characterize
J J w ~

J
W.

3
V. using relation �,6!, In this way revenue is functionally related to

J

catch biomass.

Let Z denote a normal random variable having zero mean and unit
variance, commonly callPd a standardized normal random variable. Since

B. is asymptotically normally distributed, one writes
J

H.-H.w

Z=- ~3j w
ow v!~

 xl8.! = � � 0' e j w.' w
 B. � x j l'j2xc'

2T1x U w
J

0~x

moreover, E y.~B.! = B. p and var M.IB ! = u' ~' /B. . Note that
3 J J w ~

J

J w ~ w.
J

�.7! implies

y. =, [2B.t. +o. Z +Cj 2 ~ J w. w ~
jl J

J

-27-

where = indicates approximation. Then one can use the inverse

Gaussian distribution  Johnson lg70, p. l37! to approximate the conditional
distribution of N. given 8 . as

J 3



where

Zo for

-Zo for

j

Z>0

ZsO

6i ven: B., u ynd" a'
W.

j

l. Sample Zl from a standardized normal distribution.
2. Sample Z2 from a standardized normal distribution.
3. Evaluate N, from �.8! with 1 = Z

j 1

4. Evaluate u from �.6a! .
V-

q J
5. Evaluate a from �.6b! and, �.6c!

Vj
6. V. ~M.p + oj j v, V.j

While the distribution of V. is not easily obtained, one
3

can show that

-28-

This expression provides a convenient way of sampling N.
J

for given B. in a simulation experiment. Algorithm Rl describes a procedure
J

for sampling V.
j



val  9 ~B.! = B,o /u + ~ ~ <2
j J J v w v w  w J

J J J J j

This description of V. facilitates eva'iuating the effects of
J

alternative management strategies on revenue. First, with the aid

of a population model, one determines how a management strategy affects

catch biomass H., and the character of catch biomass as described by
J

w w ~
Thon, one app1 i es A 1 gori thm Rl to sampl e ca tch revenue Y .

J
J

ro",i the fishery operating under this management scheme. Hence, this

technique can be used to compare management strategies using performance

measures based on revenue and functions of' revenue, such as profit.

By a management strategy we mean a set of rules which regulate the

beha; ior of the harvesting sector. For example, in the shrimp fi shery

one management strategy requires fishermen to use a one-inch mesh in

the cod-end of the commonly used tyawl net, while another may require

fishermen to use a one-and-one-half-inch meath in the cod-end  North

Carolina Fisheries Regulations for Coastal Haters, I . 20, 1976, and

HcYenzie 1974!. In the example in Section 4 we examine these two alternatives.
However, before we can proceed to that example we must address the speci-

fic issues regarding the effects of mesh size on B. , g , and n'J w ~ w
J

and consequently an Y.

3. The Mesh-Hei ht Relations~hi

This section examines the effect of mesh size on M and onJ W ~
J

-29-



and a"-, the mean and variance of the weight of an arbitrary captured
w

shrimp. To simplify the exposition we examine the mesh-weight relation-

ship on a population of single age-class fish. Generalization to a

multiple age-class population presents no technical difficulties but

clouds the issues with which this section is principally concerned. For

:he remainder of this paper let N., u and a' denote for week j
J w ~

J J
w.

the number of captured fish and the mean and variance of the weight of a

captured fish, . espectively, from a population of age t  in weeks! fish.

Thus t and j are related by t = j - j where j is a fixed date0 0

that defines the cohort.

Decause shrimp are principally botto~ dwelIers, commercial shrimpers

rely on an otter trawl net to capture shrimp from the sandy or muddy sub-

strate. This device consists of:

l. F cone-shaped bag into which the catch is funneled, commonly

called the cod-end of the net.

2. Wings on each side of the bag for herding the shrimp into the

cod-end.

3. Trawl doors, also called otter boards, at the ends of each wing

to hold the net open whi le under tow.

4. Tow lines connecting the trawl doors to the vessel.

Typically the commercial mesh size ranges from one inch to two inches
when measured along the diagonal of a collapsed  although not forcibly
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stretched! squar e in the cod-end. The open end of a single net ranges

from 50 to 120 feet wide  NcIlenzie 1974!.

3.1 Traditional models of Net Selectivit

Beverton and Holt �957! discuss the problem of modeling the

selectivity of a traw'l net for alternative »esh sizes. The selectivity

of a net is a measure of its ability to capture fish differentially as

a function of fish length. Intuitively one expects that the smaller

the fish the more likely it is to escape through the mesh. This has

been empirically verified, and Beverton and Holt show empirically derived

selection curves for the bottom dwelling flat fish plaice. A selection

curve is a curve fit to data obtained from controlled experiments.

The data consist of the ratios of captures of a given length fish from

two alternatively sized nets versus length. One net is chosen so that

its mesh is small enough to capture fish of any size in the fishable

population, while the other net is chosen so that its mesh is the size
whose selectivity is being measured. By taking the ratio of captures

for the large mesh net to those for the small mesh net one adjusts or

normalizes the selectivity of the large mesh net, for the existing size

distribution in the sample population. In this case, for each length

the ratio is an estimate of the probabi'lity of selection given that

the fish is the specified length. Alternatively, one minus the ratio

is an estimate of the probability that a f'ish of that length escapes

through the mesh.
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Tl e r«a<l<rr should note the distinction between the concepts of

selec ivity and fishing effort. In the literature, fishing effort

;ieasuros the resources devoted to harvesting. llence, we may consider

explore its iri!p'ications. /'il tliough Beverton and Holt discuss the notion

of a selr ction range, they do not formally deifinr. it. Ne define a

selection range by the int<.rval pf lengths ov<.r which ihe probability of

a selection increases from .0.> to .g~. Bcverton and Holt show four plaice

-32-

as a;neasure of the capitalization of the harvesting sector times

tlie .:~o.n<:-. time that that capital is used for harvesting. For the

=br';:;p l isl < iy w» <lr fin<. a wr ek's fishing effort as the number of feet-

hoirs of trawl net devote<i to harvesting for that vieek  Ricker 1978!.

'ir;c<. a 'ish rsn h» select«<i only if it is in the net, the probability of

capturing a giv<'.n fish is the product of the probability of selectir g

tha: .-i h <;i vr r~ i t is i!1 th» net and the probability that 1 t is in "!.e

"iet. Thi s second orobabi 1 i ty, and not the firs t, i s re I ated to fi shing

e fort. In this section we <liscuss inodeling the sel<'.ctivi ty of a net

arid i.he a".,ociated selection probability, and when we refer to 'selection

p. obabilitv' re mean the probabi } ity of captur-e given the fish is at

ri:k in +h<-. n .t.

'. ver!on and Holt'; se]ection curves ar« <;mpirically derived in

tli«sorise that they ar e s';ool,h free hand curves drawn through a plot

of the data, Thes cui vns are 5-shaped. Because of this shape, Beverton and

Holt consider modeling the selection process by the ratio of the integral

o! two nor;ia', <:urves. !low< vor they do not, fi t such a model to data or



by the fit. i:

 .50 selection length! = b x  mesh size!
s

{3. 1!

Furthermore, they site estimated values for b of 2.18 for plaice,

and 3.33 and 2.90 f' or haddock  Beverton and Holt 1957, p. 225-229!.

Another approach to the problem of modeling mesh size is to assume

knife-edge selectivity. In this case the selecticn range is zero and

selection occurs at a single length, If the selection length is

thon any fi:Ii smaller than <. is selected wi th probability zero and

any fi".h larger than ,'. 1 5eiccted with probability one. Ln light

af Che empirical evidence presented by Heverton and Holt this is a

-33-

selection curves each corresponding to a different mesh size. The

length of Cho selection range increases monotonically with increasing
m"sh size from approximately 50 to 150mtTI. They also study the relationship
between the center of the selection range and mesh size. The center of their

selection range is the length at which the probabi"Iity of selection is .5.
They plot tt.ese points against mesh size in mm for alternative cod-end
mesh sizes for plaice, and observe that a straight line through the origin
fits '.hi=e data, They define b, ttie slope ot this line, as a selection

s

factor that is depcndcnt on the fish species under investigation, For

each species the equation which describes the average behavior represented



=; <, Ie approxi<~iation to actual net selectivity. 8everton and Holt

acl,< owied<ge this and suggest approximating the empirical

saic;tion curve with a linear function or a step f'unction  Beverton

".»<I Ilol t. 1357, pp. 7~-79!. Rl tliough any desired accuracy can be

;cfi'cved wif.h a mo<lc1 based on; step fuiiction since the representation

Is not continuous, it oFtcn leads to computational dif'f'icu1ties. In the

»e: '. section we propose a representation of nct selectivity that addresses

Ii< e i 5»os

f1@<I< I i<i<� I/et Selectivi Lg

Ilero we propose a characterization of net selectivity

'.I<>' <'.x'i<.»«; Iho I'over ton ari<l Ilolt mode] and is consistent wi tli;he
92

o growt.fi described by Cotien and Fishman �980!. The propo ed

reprosenta'.inn of net selectivity forms an adhitional part oF a Fishery

m'i<!1 ni »»so is a mana<I<'r in<i t tool as i s demons tra tc<I in the exampl 0 E n

Section 4.

In particular, the proposed selection model addresses three issues.

First, it describes an S-shape selection curve similar to that observed by

Reierton and Holt that provides a tractable representation, consistent with

the other fisliery models discussed in this report. Second, the proposed

model describes a continuous:selection curve, overcoming the limitations

of both the I<ni Fe-edge and tlie step function models. Third, the model

describes a smooth selection curve, overcoming any limitations of linear

piecewi se 1 i»ear model s of sel ecti vi ty.
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Let L . be a rando~ variable denoting the length of an
3

arbitrary shrimp at tIme j and let pr SIL. = P.! be the selection

p~ obabi1 i ty of a shrimp with length I . Consider the formulation

� 2!

where  * is a positive real-valued parameter and h is a positive

integer-valued parameter. Me restrict h to integer values for computational
reasons which become apparent in the next section. One uses �.2! to represent

alternative nets by adjusting the values of h and f* .
Anoth"r parameterization of �.2}, that clarif'ies the roles of h

and ~* , is obtained by writing k as n ,* , In thi s way R is re-

presented as the a proportion of "~ , and �.2! becomes

Fi gure 3 shows graphs qf pr{ ~ i L . = a~~! as a functi on of o for
3

selected values of h . The reader shou1d note the characteristic S-shape,
similar to the Hcvrrton and Holt empirical selection curves. Also, Table
5 shows value of pr SIL, = a~.'! for selected values of e and h .

Furthermore, for a given selection probability p, one can solve �.3!S

for ~ . For given p and h denote the solution to
S
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Figure 3

Graph of the Selection I'robability

for Alternative Values of h
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For 0<p
5

h > 0, iIlteger

I 1 f 1i6 notatiofl, the select:tiofl range ha" iirllits R+G1 .05, h! and

"' I.9:, hj , .nd length- a'I. .95, h! - 0. .05, hj3 .

I r�1L

10 30 40 50h
r

.OOO.000 .000 .000
. 000,25 ,00002

.006

.00!.001

.002,006Or 'i .022

,OI37,l07'I 6 i1

36'. 350,' 50 127

25 .GZO4 !! .,

.0>3

,925

.799

.099

.95I

. I 255c !

!r, 75

.967

,9A6

.994

.562 .901.815

2.25 .990

.996

.977545

2,50 .989.57II .969
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Table 5

:a!c'rtIcr! I!re!'.>l!IIItIes for %elec.'.ed Values of h and n

.000

.001

.074

, '63

.671

.653

. 939

.975

,000

.000

.000

,G6

.364

.606

.668

.940

.9RO

.992

.907



For increasing values of h the 1ength of the selection range

decreases. Table 5 shows evidence of this observation; for increasing h,

pr S lL. = uk*! increases for a > 1.00 and decreases for a < 1.00
j

In fact, for 0 < p < 1 , the limiting value of o p , h! as h' s s

increases without bound is one. Therefore, for large h, �,2!

approaches the knife-edge representation of' selectivity with selection..

at R . Consequently in  '.2! k* is a location parameter for controllinq
the selection size, and h is a parameter for adjusting the length of the

selection range.

'Deaccip<~on o  M~ Used 8I. E~cunple 0  SL~ch~an 4.

In practice, one estimates values for these parameters for a

particular net and fish species then examines the model 's fit to the

data. 'Aith regard to the shrimp fishery, data suitable for use in estimating

the parameters a* and h are not currently available. For demonstrative

purposes, in the example in Section 4 we a pro~ choose two sets of

values for representing two alternative nets. Me identify net I by

s* = 50 mm and h = 10 and net II by p.* = 75 mm and h = 20 . These

values are picked with two considerations in mind. First, the computation

required to calculate the descriptors u and o' using model �.2! is
w. w.

j 3

proportional to h , Thus, h = 10 or h = 20 is a compromise between

obtaining a selection curve which is too flat to adequately represent net

selectivity  this would occur f' or small h ! and having a large h which

would inflate the computation time necessary to evaluate p and aw ~ W ~

in a general model. In Table 5 observe that as h decreases the selection
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curve flattens and has an increasing se1ection range. More

importantly, the probability of selecting the smaIiest commercially
sized shrimp �05 mm is the commonly accepted commercial minimum! is
.92 far net I and .74 for net II. Hence the probability that net I

fails to select the minimal commercial size shrimp is .08 as compared

to . 26 for net I I. Hence, these nets are within a range of si zes of'

wnich managers may be interested in studying.

Since equation �.1! relates ~ .50, h!R* , the midpoint of the

selection range, to mesh size, it is instructive to use it to compare the
fiiesh size of nets I and II. For the three alternative selection factors

published by Bev rton and Ho'It, expression �.1! shows that the mesh size
of net I ranges from .79 to 1.05 inches and the mesh size of net I! ranges
from .98 to 1.53 inches. Since commercia1 nets have mesh size in the range

of one to two inches this analysis provides evidence that the characteriza-
tion of net selectivity with the particular choice of parameters associated
with nets I and II is consistent with traditional models,

3.3 ihe Mean and Uaniance of~the Ilei ht of a Selected Fish

The effect of net selectivity on the biomass-revenue relationship

is expressed through p and cr', the mean and variance of weight of
w w ~

Ja selected shrimp as well as the selection probability. In this section
we discuss the characterization of these three factors in the context of
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a si. ilc age-class population. '<le cortinue to assume a population of

« <!! t hr imp i n week j . In pri nci p 1 e, general izing to a mul ti pl e age-

class population presents no difficulties. This generaIization depends
on the proportion of each age-class in the population which in turn re-

flect each specific year's environmental conditions and how these condi-
tior s affect migration, mortality and abundance. These topics are dis-

cussed in another report.

xpres;ions for gi and r,' depend on a characterization of the
N. w

J 3joint distribution of selection �! and the length  L.! of an arbitrary
J

popu»tion member in week j . Since we restrict our attention to a
sinIlle age-clas.; population we focus on the evaluation of the mean and
variance of 4 k, the weight of a selected shrimp of age t and sex
k  k = 1 for female and 2 for male!, and we write u  t! for its mean and

w

 t! for its variance. Let Ltk denote the length of' a selected shrimp.
For the weight-length relationship we take

 k! L k
-b k!

where a k! and b k! are species-related parameters and ~> is a logno«al ra«"
2 k> i2variable with mean e~ ' " and variance e '  e - l!, This formu»-

tion is the weight-length re]ationship as discussed in Cohen and Fishman

�980!. The characterization differs from theirs in that it applies to a
selected rather than to an arbitrary shrimp in the population at. large.

Although as presented in Cohen and Fishman �980! L. has a normal distribution
2with mean uL t,k! and var iance aL t,k!  for shrimp of sex k!, L k does nottk
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have a normat distribution. However, one can characterize the moments of

First, let us consider the joint probability of selecting a shrimp

of sex k with length L.L- c,d!
j

S-p  t,k!
pr S, c < L. < d! = J' pr SIL. = L! P ~< k dEJ c J aL t,k

Hence, the probability of se1ecting an arbitrary age t , sex k shrimp

1s
 |,-p  't,k!

pr S It,k! =J' pr S!L =S! 0 ~<k d<J aL t,k

h

 m!  -1! exp[-X m! pL t,k! + X m! aL t,k!/2]
m=0

�. 5!

h

uL t,k! = E Lkk = ~~~ I'  m! -!!" d m! o m!
m=Q

�.6!

where « m! = t L t,k! � A{m! aL {t,k!

8 m! = exPL-> m! i« t,k! + ! m!'aL t,k!/2f

Furthermore, the nth central moment of Ltk is
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where > m! = � � ln h . See Appendix 8 for the details. Then Ltk has mean



Table 6 gives expressions for the integra1 in �.7! for s = 1,...,6 .
For reading ase;re suppress the subscripts and functional notation on

Table 6

Expressions for the Integra1 in �.7!

A +c'

A' + 3o

P," + 6o- A. + '3o"

A' ~ 10' A' + 15a" A

A~ + 15< A + 45@ A + 15o'
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Continuing to parallel the development in Cohen and Fishman  lg00!

»e anpro:<imatc the mean and variance of' Qtk by

 k!'�lu�,  , ! = Egtk = a k!e I p-   t k!" "! f q b k!!] �.8a!

o' t,k! = a Htk =

r es oecti vel y, vihere

mb!
N b! = I; g� b! E  . "tk - ~P  

n=l

n-1  b! b-»1!
I

g  b! = g! t, k!

a»d Lb j is the largest intcgcr less than or equaI to b,

I et o be the probability that an arbitrary population member is

male. Th n

�.ga!pr sIt! = p pr SIt,l! + � � p! pr�!t,2!
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is '.h, roLabil ity of selectir~g a shrimp of acje t, and

' = pr aft,l!gpr S lt!

'is 'he probahi] i ty tha t an arbi t.rarily selected shrimp is male.

for a uniform �,1! variate U, the weight of an arbitary selected shrimp

of age t is

~ U! + I< 2 I  l~ L!! �.10!

",Ii < h mca n

 t! .�.   '!<  t, 1! + �-p '! u  t,2! �.1la!

and variance

Here the indicator function is defined as

!f a<xsb

0 othe' iv> se

th» $'»pu 1 a t!On i 5 a je t ~ we have tha t !< = fJ   t j
This is riot the case for the general multiple age-

Sin.e in «.ek

i ty to computer simulation samnlincj. In particular,

sts a procedure ,or sa<»pling W . Hr',efly, one first

;-.od e 1 ' s a pp 1 i ca b i 1

the notation suggc
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ail<i 7 = »  t!Vl '

c <' s popul at Eon, I-ur thermore, the nota ti on i n �. 10! empha s i zes the



saI»pl es a uni orm deviate V, then i f V ~ p one samples Wt,l

ot.herwiso one samples Wt,2

In SU»lary, We have Char aCteri Zed the mean �. 1 1 a ! and

va' i;.nce �.11b! of the wr ight of an arbi trary shrimp selected from

a po,:u'.:tion oi age t fish as wel'1 as the prohabilitv of selecting

an arbor trary fish from this population.

3.'I,he Biorras -Revenue Relation~shi When Account~in, for
diet-Characteri sti c"

in this section we show how orle can incorporate the effects of net
:»esh«into the characterization of revenue as a function of captured bio-
mass, as described in Plgorithr» Rl. awhile parallel to the development in
.'ect lons 2.1 and 2.2 on the biomass-revenue relationship, here our atten-
tion focuses on a homogeneous population of age t shrimp.

i~, Cltarct.c,.'r u;n.0~'on o$ Catch L4<,~»ash

Th probability of catching an arbitrary fish is decomposable into
the product of pr S!, the probability of se'Iecting  catching! an arbitrary
fish, given it is at risk, and the probability that an arbitrary fish in the
population is at risk. The forr»er probability is the selection probability
while the latter is related to f'ishing effort. The distinction between

these is important. For a given level of fishing effort in week j the
number of shrimp at risk, tR., is independent of mesh size. Then the num-
ber of the H. shrimp actually selected depends upon the mesh size of the

J

net and the distribution of lengths. Let H denote the weight of
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selected shrimp k = 1...N.. Then 8., the biomass catch in week j
J

can be represented for simulation sampling purposes as

N.
j  U!

te [0, pr S I t! !
a=1

�,12!

where  ", ' ~ 1 ~ ~ - >M ! is a sequence of indePendent and identica 1 ly

distributed uniform �,1! random variables.

For large M. the distribution of' 8, is approximately norma'I
J

with mean

E B. = M u  t! pr� I t!
J j w �.13a!

and variance

var 8, = M. < Lcr  t! + n t ] pr S~t! - Lu� t! pr SIt!j'! �.13b!

An Argo~ Joe S~ulat'ng SampLing C&ch. KiomMa and C&ch Revenu

algorithm R2 enables one to evaluate the parameters of the distri-
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Expression �.12! differs from �.4a! in two ways. First, �.12!

is for a single age-class popu1ation while �.<a! is for a mu1tiple age-

class population. However, �,12! can be extended to a multi age-class

population. Second, �.12! explicitly accounts for the effects of

a1ternative mesh size on capture biomass and thus is a more useful

description for evaluating management policies.



bution of V.  revenue! and B.  biomass! far a population of age t
J J

fish with exp'licit accounting for mesh size. The procedure requires

that N. , 9* and h be specified. The algorithm is presented so
3

that a sequence of g independent observations of V. is made and the
J

qth such observation is denoted V j,q!

Given: H., 1*, h, pL t,k!, aL t,k!, o and q
k~ 1

2. Evaluate pr S~ t,k! from {3,5!.

3. Evaluate pL t,k! from �.6!.
4. n~ 1

5, Evaluate E   Ltk � l~< t,k!! j with Table 6 from � 7!.
6, n~n+ l.

7. If n <6 go to 5.

B. Evalute u  t,k! from �.8a!.
W

9. Evaluate o   t, k! from   3. 8b! .
W

10. k~k+ 1

11, !f k<2 goto2.
I

12. pr Slt! ~ opr{5lt,i! + �-p} pr Sjt,2}

13. p' n pr{S t,l!/pr SIt!

14. Approximate u  t! by �.11a!.
w

15. Appr aximate o'  t! by �.11b! .
w

16. Evaluate E B. from �.13a!.

17. Evaluate var B. from �.13b!.
J



by �.6a!.

by �.6c!.

P-pproximate
V.

i5pp rox I ma t e1 g

20. q 1.

21. Independently sample Z , Z and Z rom a standard normal

distribution.

22. B. +E B. + 2 Zv«l B.
j j 1 J

23, Evaluate M. with Z = ZZ from {2,8!.
J

24. N. ~ lN
J J

25 V ~M u + Z aj j v. 3 v.

26. Store the qth sample of V. in V j,q!.

27. q + q + 1.

I f q ~Q go ."o 21.

Retu n tl e f! samples in V j,q!

4. f.n Ex«:»~le of the Biomass-Revenue Model as a Mana ement Tool
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'~,'hen coup',ed with a comprehensive population model the characteri-

zation of catch revenue has potential for addressing several management

concerns, For exar;;pie, one way to evaluate al ternative management

trate-,ies is to compare catch revenues compu+ed from a fishery model
ope~ «ting under the alternative schemes. Since catch revenue is a ran-
Com quantity one can accomplish the comparison by means of a sampling
exp.riment imbedded in a co,iputer based simulation of the fishery. Hy
sampling catch revenue the s;mulator observes the effects of the manage-
ment strategy on revenue fo~ varying environmental and economic condi-
tions. To illustrate the approach, we compare catch revenue obtained



from two alternative net meshes, nets I and II, in a population setting

tiiat includes growth in fish size. In particular, we focus on the rela-
tionship between net mesh preference and the length of the fishing peri-
od and consider how fishing costs affect these decisions.

Consider a population of 1000 single aqe-class shrimp f'irst at risk

the last week in July  j = 30!. The initial age of this population

is chosen so that it is the youngest group for which the net I selection

probability is greater than 0,5 . This corresponds to a four week old
populat on whose members have a 90.6 mm mean length and a 6.5 mm
standard deviation of Iength as determined using our model of shrimp growth

 Cohen and Fishman 1980!.

To provide a meaningful yet simple example, we assume growth in

size, but no out-migration, in-migration or natural mortality; that is,

although the individuals in the population are growing in length, and

therefore weight, the number of individuals in the population are

neither increasing nor decreasing f'rom natural causes. Any

shrimp not captured in week j remains in the fishing grounds, grows

as described in Cohen and Fishman �980!, and remains a candidate for

selection in week j + 1 . Since the selection probability for either

net is greater than 0.5 , four weeks of fishing are sufficient for

catching virtual'Iy the entire 1000 fish.

In th'Is example we compare eight management strategies. Each

strategy restricts mesh size to one af two possible sizes and specifies
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one of four alternative fishing periods. Table 7 enumerates the

Table 7

Alternative Management Strategies

Mesh Size Restriction Fishin Period Limits

Net I Week 30

Weeks 30 through 31

Weeks 30 through 32

Weeks 30 through 33

Week 30

Net !

Net I

Net I

Net II

Net II

Net II

Net !I

Weeks 30 through 3l

Weeks 30 through 32

Weeks 30 through 33

eight options. In a stochastic setting the simulator has available
several measures for comparing the performance of these alternative
strategies. We consider four: the mean cumulative catch revenue and
the three quarti les of cumulative catch revenue . Although means are
the most frequently considered comparative measures, the quartiles
can be used to obtain another perspective. A quartile is the value
of catch revenue that an arbitrary observation does not exceed wi th
probability .25, .50 or .7S  depending on which of the three quar tiles



is being considered!, Thus, we say that 255 �0% or 75%! of the time
the catch revenue will be less than the lower quartile  median or

uppor quartile!. Since each of these gives additional information
about the distr~bution of catch revenue, each provides an alternative

measure of comparison. For example, suppose a manager is particularly

sensitive to an occasional low catch revenue and ~ants to choose a

management alternative to minimize thi s possibility. In thi s case he
could usr the lower quartile for comparing alternatives.

Peg~ rdless of the comparison measure, the underlying issue in this
example involves the tradeoff between qrowth and fishing costs. This can
be seen by considering the alternatives at the end of week j : fish
week j + 1 or cease fishinq. In week j + 1 the size of the fish tend
to be larger than in week j , and hence they command a higher price.
However, since there are fewer fish in week j + 1 a fisherman must ex-

pend adhitional effort to catch them. Therefore, the management strategy
falls into one of two types: 1! use net I, capture the bulk of the
population early in the four week period and then cease fishing or
2! use net II, take a longer period to capture the bulk of the popula-
tior� but gain higher revenue due to growth at a greater expense in

hing costs. Although one may argue that in a scenario without
migration it is preferable to initiate fishing late in the fishing
period, here we restrict fishing to commence in week 30. This behavior
is cha,acteristic of a competitive fishery such as a shrimp fishery
where on the opening date the non-cooperative fishermen vie for the
largest share of the population.
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 k!Let R denote tlie cumulative catch revenue in dollars obtained
n

1

from fishing the population in weeks 30 through n . The superscript
 k! denotes net ! f' or k = 1 , and net !I for k = 2 . Then,

, k!
n-1

0

for n 30, ,33

for n = 29

R k!.

~P,l orlthm R3

Given: k

1. Q~ 1,

2. i 1 .

3.

4. j ~. 30.

r '  j-l,i! ~ 0, k!

li'. ! ~ 1000.
 k!  kl7, Sample ll. and V. ' usinq Algori thm RZ.
j,l

" j, ! = ! j 1,! V..
9. ~~Ik! .-  ~ k!- ~~ .'!!.

j~l j j
 continued!

Al though moI'p computationally efficient algorithms Can be found for
ampl'ng R' the added discussion required to describe such a pro-

cedure is nest central to the example, and would lead us away from the
purpose of this illustration.

! urthermore, if in a simulation experiment we denote the ith observation
 k!  k!oi   ' l>y r '  n,i! , t.hen a sample o~ 1000 such observations is ob-

tained l>y sampling V. and N. ' using A]gorithn> R2 and the calling
j

seouence:'



10. j ~ j+1.

t~t+1,

12. if j < 33 go to 7.

13. i ~ 141.

14. if i < 1000 go to 3 else stop.

He estimate E R ', the expected value of R, and k!  k!
n

 k!var R' ' , the variance of R for k = 1,2 and n = 30,...,33 by{k'I
'n

 k! 1 1000   k!
= 1000

i=1

and

var R  =    r  n,i! � E R !'
999 n

respectively. Furthermore, we estimate the lower quartile, the median, and
the upper quartile of R by k!

 k i 1000
 P! = min I x: $ I  k! .  x! > 1000 l p! !

where p = .25, . 50, and .75 respectively.

'Since these estimators are based on 1000 replications of a simulation
thei r variance will be smal1. For this reason, and to avoid additional
notation we do not distinguish the estimators from the parameters they
estimate.
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4.1 Discussion

Op~al,'.l~lna~ce~::e~M She'd.'keg p lpga~ ad orr Reve.n ie.

For each me:h size, Table 8 shows estimates of the aforementioned

parameters of the distribution of cumulative catch revenue as well as
the probability of selecting an arbitrary pophlation member for
n = 30,...,33 . Rll of these ~~uantities were obtained from a sampling
exp riment performed using Algorithm R3. Thc table shows that if fish-
ing is permi tted for onl, one week, n = 30, rret I is preferred ta net !!.
This can be seen by comparing the sample mean and quartiles in the row
n = 30 tor net I, with the corresponding quanti ties for net II,

If fishing is permitted for more than one week, then a large mesh net
is preferable to a small mesh net. In particular, for n = 33, the sample
mean and qiartiles for net II ar'e larger than those for net f. These ob-
ser vations agree with intuition; for in a nonmigrating population with
individuals growing and increasing in valu, it is preferable to select
the larger, higher priced fish. In this case the optimal management
strategy is to permit fishing for the entire four week period  n = 33!
and 4c allow only the use of net II, yielding a sample mean revenue or

33.30.
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Table 8

Comparing Revenue fo~ Al ternative Management Policies
 revenue <n dollars!

Net 1

strategy n pr�,'t! E R ' var R Q  .25! Q  ,50! Q  .75!'n

18. 4 22. 6

24.0 28.4

24.9 29.2

25.0 29.3

34. 5

44.0

45.2

45.6

18. =

;4.1

24,9

,83

.90

94

.96

19.6

20.2

20.5

3!

25.033

Net ll

  .! R�! 0  !  25! Q�!  50! Q 2!  - !
n var n n ' n npr s~t!str;.'.e y n

5 30 .56 ~ 13.l 23.0 9.8 13.0 16.3

6 31 .70 i5 44. 0 20. 8 25.3 29.9
7 32 ,7e 55.4 26,4 3!.4 36.1

33 .03 58,4 28.1 33,1 38.4

31.4

33,3

P ~ = R l - {n - 29!C
n n

For n = 30,...,33
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Ogle'mal Maragen1ent SfantCgig Hct5ed ae PaOf<X

AlthOugh 8 helpful eXaniple far illuStrating Algarithm R3, thiS

sc nario neglects the important consideration of fishing costs. Let

C denote the weekly cost in dollars of fishing the population in the

example, Then {r, � 29jC is the cost of fishing weeks 30 through n

inclusive, For expository purposes we define cumulative profit in

dollars as



With C = 5 and 10 chosen for demonstrative purposes, Table 9 shows

sample means, variances and quartiles of P for n = 30,...,33 k!

and k = 1 and 2, Although P is a random variable  n - Z9jC
n

~s not; thus, except for the sample variances. the estimates in Table 9

are obtained, rom those in Table 3 by subtracting  n - 29!C from each

entry in row n

Tab 1 ~ 9

Ctvnparfnp Profit for Altnrnatlva Jtana9ntnnnt Polfc nt

 prof!t !n dollars!

E ~ 5.00

Stratn92 n E P var P Q  ,25! Q  .50! 0"  ,25!n n n n

1 30 13. 5 34. 5 9.4 '13. 4 17. 6
2 3'I 14 1 44.0 9,6 14. 0

3 32 9 9 45 2 5.2 9,9 14. 2
4 33 50 45. 6 0. 5 5.0 9.3

Bat ll

Stratnoy n E p var p�! Q�!  25! Q�!  50! Q�!  2 !n n n n n

B.l 23.0 4.8 8.0
15.4 44,0 10.8 15.3

16. 4 55.4 11.4 16.4

13. 3 58 4 8.1 13,1

C ~ 10,00

itat

E P� � 0�  .25! 0�   5o! 0  "  .?5!St.ra ta02

12,68.5
8.44.1

-5.1

-5.0

-Q.a

.10.I

0 " , !nI P�!
n o�' "  .50!P ?!

nstratn92

30 3.1 23.0 -0.2 3.0 6.3

6 31 4.6 44.0 0.9 5.3 9
7 32 1,4 55.4 -3.5 1.4 6.1
9 ]3 -6. 7 59. 4 -11, 9 -6. 9 -1.6

30
31

32

33

30

31

32

33

34.5

44.0

45.2

45.6

-0.4

-9. 8

-19. 5

fiat

0  "  .25!

9.4

4.0

-5,1
-15.0

11. 3

19.9

?i.l

10.4



Table 9 shows that for C = 5, regardless of the comparison measure,

the optimal strategy is to permit fishing in weeks 30 through 32 with net II.

As the table shows, this strateqy results in a mean profit of 16.40. How-

ever, for C = 10 the table reveals a preference for permitting fishing

only one week with net I. This action, which yields sample mean profit of
8,50, contrasts with the optimal strategy in the lower cost scenario. Here
i shing cos ts are hi gh enough to of fset benef i ts f rom growth and the use of

a large mesh net. This example demonstrates how the optimal strategy

responds to changes in fishing costs.

ClthougIi the optimal strategies are independent of' comparison

measure, one should not conclude that it is unnecessary to consider

a!ternative measures, agd simply compare sample means. In a more

comprehensive f'ishery scenario, involving a multi age-class population
and complex management alternatives, it is unlikely that each measure

will result in identical optimal policies. In this case a manager needs

to articulate his criterion of optimality clearly.

The Vayu~ a  Fm4eg C064 Tn >c~~on.

Pn additional observation concertos the manager 's decision when he
is uncertain of the true fishing cost. Hy comparing the expected pro-
fit from following an optimal strategy, based on correctly known cost,
with the expected profit obtained from f'ollowinn a suboptimal policy,
based on unknown cost, one can quantify the value of information about
f'ishing cost. We illustrate this analysis by considering several scen-
arios where the manager has limited information about cost but must

choose to follow a policy that assumes either C = 5 or C = 10. For
example, if C = 5 but the manager acts as if C = 10, then his deci-
sion, as shown in Table 9, is to require use of net I and to permit
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;ishing only for week 30. Since in fact C = 5, the sample mean profit
'r om .hi s deci si on i s 13. 50 . Qn the other hand, i f C was truly 10

h's deci;ion result in a sample mean profit of 8.5, the optimal expected

proiit when C = 10 . If one assumes that each cost value is equally like-

1y, '.h» expected value of acting as if C = 10 is ll , In a similar
'"arri'=r, if C =- 5 and C =. 10 are equally likely an estiri<ated expected

'i<le". of pro'it. of G.9 results when the manager acts as if C = 5 . Com-
i-'<'<ng <".9 to 11 shows tiia t it is preferable on the basis of estimated

e; p< c''ed i rofit to act as i f C = 10 .

',,'r' can represent 'his symbolically by letting l<',* C! and ri+ C! be
t'~e optimal ic and n given cost C . Then these quantities satisfy

v,  c!  k!,
E[P jCj = max, EjP jCj

n*<C!
1 k~2

30 n~33

.his nntdtion we repr.esent the expected profit when acting as if
go*  1 0!wiien in Pact. C = 5 by E[P j 5j . hs we have observed
n*�0!

'.his eq<ra! 1 3. 5 . If we denote the probability that C = 5 by
and the probability tha t C = 10 by pr C = 10! , then

, W' lO! l,  ln! I:*�0!E',P ] = FI.i' j;3 pr C = 5! + ECP I10] pr C = 10!
ri~�0! ri ~�0! -' n*�0!

k {5!
the expected prof i t when ac ting as i f C = 10 and El.~ �  5! 1

s I.',11 1 arly defined, i s the expected prof i t when acting as i f C = 5
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The reader should note that there are at least two interpretations

of the probabilities, pr C = 5! and pr C = 10! . One holds that the
cost C is not a random quantity but a constant with one of two values,

5 or 10, unknown to the manager. The probabilities then r epresent the
manager's expert subjective estimate of the probability that each cost is
correct. The other interpretation holds that cost is a random quantity,

and that these probabilities define the probability mass function of this

random variable. In either case our analysis holds.

Recall we observed that if

pr{C = 5! = pr C = 10! = ,5

k~�0!
E[P ]= ll

n~�0!

and

k" �!
Etp 3 = 8.9

n*�!

Since ll > 8.9 the manager acts as if C = 10 . On the other hand,

if the manager had perfect information of the current cost he would
choose the decision k*�!, n*�! when C = 5, and k"�0!
n*�0! when C = 10. Thus, with perfect information the estimated
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k~�! k*�0!expected profit is E[P j5] = 16.4 when C = 5 and E[P jl0] = 8,5n*�! n*�0!

when C = 10 . Then, under the assumption that pr C = 5! = pr C = 10! =

the expected va'lue of profit is

.5E[P ��!j5] + .5E[P jl0] = 12.45k~�! k*�0!

n"�! n �0!

lierrce, an estilrlate of the expected value af fishing cost information,

n;mely the difference between the expected value of profit under perfect

information and the expected value of profit when acting as if C = 10

 the best choice when pr{C = 5! =. pr C = 10! = .5! , is the difference

between 12.45 and ll or 1.45  Schlaifev 1969!.
I

This example serves to illustrate three aspects of the techniques

presented in this repor t.: 1! an incorporation of the stochastic revenue

characterization into a biologica] model, 2! a technique far samplirg

revenue based on the biomass-revenue model, and 3! a use of the data ob-

taineded from a samp l irrg experiment to address management concerns with

decision analysis techniques.

5, '..'i>;v,ma r v

'Ae have accomplished several tasks in this paper. First, we

presented a descript.'on of the relationship between the weight of a



captured shrimp and the regional price of that shrimp that accounts

for structural and random variation. Second, we have estimated para-

meters for the model from data of the North Carolina brown shrimp

fishery of Pamlico Sound. Third, we have extended this representation
to relate regiona11y captured biomass to regional revenue, Fourth,

we have extended the model of mesh selectivity proposed by Beverton

and Holt in a way that is compatible with the model of growth described

by Cohen and Fishman �980!. Finally, we have shown how the model of
mesh selectivity i s incorporated into the biomass-revenue relationship,
and in an example we have demonstrated how the characterization can be
used for dec~sion making. Furthermore the methodology presented in this

paper is applicable to a multiple age-class population. IJe address this

issue in another report.
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In this appendix we justify the approximations �.6a! and

,2.6b! of u and Ev. where
JR

i or reading convenience we suppress the subscripts j and <. and

write thi". expression as

v. = LJ q - Ce K I !n!

where I; 'il! is defined' as in �,1!. Since v contains two sources

of variation, n and N, w» deiiote expectation with respect to each

random v».i~ble by subsc. ipting the expectation operator F by eitiier

ov L!. I!ence

:- E�E v
v g n

I v' = I:~E v'
M n

Since the right hand side of  A.la! is equivalent to
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we wri te

n = p ~ � 8 u E  We K '3!!  A.za!

Si:-�i1arly from  A. lb!,

2
F y =  p + o'" ! y - 2py g< EW  W e K W! ! +

w w

 A.2b!

and

E {H'-e-< K W!! for < = 2s and 6
W

require explicit representation. Recall that the distribution

function of IJ is F   !. Hy definition one obtains
w
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Exaiiination of  A.2a! and {A.2b! shows that to complete the evaluation

of, and Ev' the quantities
V



<j<k

xe k dE� x!,-6w

kr 1

11

E  A e "K H!! = xe " K x! dF  x! =
 l w

This expression is approximately equal to

Q,l
1l k

.e '" dF�  !
k=0

' k+1

LO p

x

dF  x!

vrhi c h i s equi va1en t to

'LV
CE� M e ' ! - xe dl� x! - xe dEw  x!

i1 <jjp

Because shrir<ip whose freight.s are loss than <" are not camniercial ly

valuab'te, and shrimp whose weights are greater than <' are extremely

rare, the quantity
4!

xe dF  x! i
w

<j j

xe " " dF  x!
w
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vri th thn error of approximation dependent both on the distribution

function F   ! and on the partition I<"k. k=0,...,12! . In practice
w

this is a good approximat~on because the partition has been determined

in the marketplace as a solution to a minimi:ation problem. Jn theory,

the «<ar ketplace is w setting where both the buyer and seller will only

agree on the partition for which the error of this approximation is

"closest to zero". Ne leave this notion vague to avoid issues not

central to the discussi on, and we wri te  A.4! as



is small relative to EW We ! . Thus we approximate  A.3a! by-SW

E  «!  A.sa!

Similarly, we aooroximhte  A.3h! by

 W- e ' !«

I
 A.'b!

These expressions, in contrast to  A.3a! and  A.3b!, can be

evaluated by an app1ication of the methods of stat.istical differentials
for

W Johnson and Kotz l."69!. Let and substitute

« in  A.5a!. Thus

E,  «e'"!=E k ~+I.! ~
« W w

Expanding e results in

E  'Li e '' ' ! =- E [ < + p !e " "w I' -L � ':,-!--]
W W w -0 iT

7

EW «e ! � e wLI �' > ! -~'�~

where the error of approximation depends on the size of the high order

 degree three and greater! central moments of W , A similar argument

yields that

-  W 2 2 2EW W e ! -e "w[a � -Zv q+y g/2! t> j,
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Then dropping the terms of degree three or greater yields the approximation



I   ~  i  J
w wEy= ii '- v�[v- i',r. wu l~ < � � � �y W n "w

2 2
uw6+ PW ! + ]

2 w
2 P 2 2 2 2Ey � + g  p + ! y - 2y8+ [~ � - 2v 6

y v w W W W

z; 2~"w 2 2 2

g  < + vrI! e [~  l � 4u h + 2 v < ! + vw  A.6b!

2
This completes the r epresentation of p and Ev, in terms of

V

and a� .
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 Sce Johnson and Kotz �369! for other ex<>inples of the method of

statistical differentials! . Combining these expressions wi th  A,2a!

!nd  A.?b! resul ts in appt oximations for fjy and Ev in terms of
and a- . In particolar,

W



Appendix 8

1n this appendix we show that expressions �.5!, �.6! and �.7!

are equivalent to pr SI t,k!, uL t,k! and  E  Ltk - ~L- t,k!! !
respectively. For reading ease «e suppress the subscripts and functional

notation relating to sex and the age of the single age-class population,

namely k and t respectively, From a binomial expansion the selection

probability

h
1-e lnh

ls equ1va1e it to h I-  h!   1!m -A m! K
m=0

«here A m! =- -� ln h . Since L is normally distributed with mean

and vai iance o'  h!  m -,< mi3
m

Since the integral is equivalent to the moment



generating function of a normal randoni variable evaluated at A m!

 -!, m!Z   "L! -Z m!IL + > m!' o /2
1

one has

'.nd 'Iiu; pr  S!, the uncondi tional selection prohabili ty, equals

1 I

t t

T I E ex'!ress i on«agr ees wi th { 3. ~! . Kurt her morc, because
icirt nroi~abt', icy ~liat. l is i» iho interval  a,b! a»d the fish

selec':ed is

 P,. E!

:he expected length of a selected shrimp is

Noreover, one can show that,

where
,"t m! = ~i - X m!

,  iir! = exp!-A m! liL + A m!' oL/Z]

lienee the expression for the mean selected length

h

 m!  -l! i  ! <  !
m=0

agrees with �.6!
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To evaluate the nth centra1 moment of L we expand  L - p-!L
using the binomial expansion and then apply the expectation operator so that

E   L -i -! ! = 2  "! E L ! -l !
s=o '

Hut as in  H.2!

Substituting expression  8,4! for E L ! in  H.3! yields �.7! for
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